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Executive Summary
#Cuse1ForAll was a campaign created to raise awareness of the
first amendment on the Syracuse University campus. The
campaign was facilitated by a grant from 1 For All, a national
nonprofit educational program, in accordance with the Free
Speech Center at Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU).
The goal of 1 for All to build respect for First Amendment
freedoms, and the campaign addressed this overarching goal
through a social media campaign filled with thought-provoking
posts about First Amendment freedoms, as well as an interactive
event called First Amendment Face-Off.
 
The social media counterpart of the campaign took place for one
week, from October 21, 2019 to October 28, 2019.  Because this
week is also National Free Speech Week, it was a perfect time for
the campaign to take effect. The campaign included 24 tweets,
which were posted on the Newhouse PR Twitter account.
Question types ranged from fun facts, to Twitter polls, to
questions and more. The week-long campaign helped raise
awareness of First Amendment freedoms, as well as build
momentum for First Amendment Feud, the finale event to the
celebration of Free Speech Week.
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Executive Summary
First Amendment Face-Off took place on Monday, October 28, 2019 at the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications at Syracuse

University. Moderated by Professor Kyla Wagner, the event brought students from across campus together to learn about and celebrate

First Amendment freedoms. The pub-quiz style event was a fun way to get many students voicing their opinions, and the competition

aspect got many people excited about answering questions and learning.  Furthermore, the event also acted as a platform for students to

vocalize their concerns about how the university approaches and recognizes First Amendment freedoms. At the event, t-shirts with the

#Cuse1ForAll logo and other Newhouse giveaways, including snow brushes and pens. 

 

Advertising for the event centered around posters in popular areas in the Newhouse School and around campus, as well as through

using the connections from the Newhouse public relations faculty to promote the event to their colleagues and students. Social media

was also used for advertising the event, since students posted about the event on Twitter and Instagram. A representative from

Newhouse PR also came to the event to live-tweet in order to get students that could not physically attend the event involved. In addition,

because the event was positioned as a Newhouse Speaks event, many students were inspired to attend in order to get credit for their

classes. Phi Sigma Sigma, a sorority on campus, also gave their members points for attending the event. 

 

The target audience for the social media campaign and the event was the undergraduate students of Syracuse University. Many of these

students did not have a solid understanding of their First Amendment rights. Although these students were well-educated members of

the Generation Z demographic cohort that come from different backgrounds and cultures, many did not have a solid grasp of their First

Amendment freedoms and how to exercise them.

 

The #Cuse1ForAll campaign saw success for its first year on campus. Particularly, First Amendment Face-Off was a huge success. Over

70 students attended, and many of them live-tweeted their reactions and thoughts during the event as well. From October 21 to October

31, #Cuse1ForAll had countless impressions with a total of 225 total posts. During First Amendment Face-Off specifically, the hashtag

garnered 168 total uses, and sentiment was overwhelmingly positive, with a percentage of 99.3% positivity. Looking ahead to next year,

Newhouse confirmed interest in receiving another grant from 1 For All and MTSU in order to continue celebrating Free Speech Week

and hosting events like First Amendment Face-Off.
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GOAL
The main goal  for the
#Cuse1ForAll  Campaign was to
increase overall  awareness and
respect for First  Amendment
rights and freedoms among
undergraduate students on the
Syracuse University campus.  
 
This goal  is  a  situational
specific goal  and visionary,  as
we implemented the long term
mission of  1  For All  to Syracuse
University with the support of
multiple concrete objectives.

The First Amendment is a safeguard to 
information gathering and sharing. And

like a muscle, the more we exercise its rights, the
stronger that safeguard becomes. 

"

"
Professor Kyla Garrett Wagner

Newhouse School, Syracuse University
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OBJECTIVE 1
To increase awareness of First Amendment
freedoms among college students by        
achieving 40 uses of the hashtag
#Cuse1ForAll by the end of October.

STRATEGY

TACTICS

To create an innovative 
social media campaign 
that promotes the use of the hashtag.

Use Newhouse PR to tweet
about #Cuse1ForAll
campaign during Free
Speech Week
Include multiple hashtags in
each tweet
Host a Twitter chat during
Free Speech Week
Use Twitter polls and questions
to increase engagement
Tweet at least once a day during
Free Speech Week
Retweet and share relative
content.
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OBJECTIVE 2
To plan a conversation event that features at
least three campus leaders and one expert on
the First Amendment at the end of Free
Speech Week.

STRATEGY

TACTICS

Position the event as a fun game show event where
student leaders and their followers can test their
knowledge about their First Amendment rights, and
gain insight from an expert on how to better use these
rights.

Host the event in a popular
campus auditorium 
Invite campus leaders and their
organizations to participate 
Design event graphics and post
around campus and social
media
Host a live Twitter conversation
during our event 
Create Snapchat Geofilters
prior to and on the day of the
event 
Pitch the event to on campus
media
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PESO MODEL
PAID

EARNED

Paid media was not a pivotal component of our campaign. We
originally planned to use a Snapchat geofilter, however we were
unable to see the potential prices for geofilters beforehand, and
did not have time to figure out how to pay for it with grant money
before the event. 
 
We did, however, buy t-shirts with our logo on them that were
handed out as prizes during the event. Subsequently, stickers were
not handed out during Free Speech Week and geofilters were not
there to interact with, but we had a lot of success with the hashtag
during the event itself, as discussed in the shared section. We also
paid for a graphic designer to create posters and postcards with
colorful graphics that include 1st Amendment rights.

While we had hoped that earned media would be a more significant part of
our campaign, we had trouble getting in touch with many campus media
outlets. We were not successful in our efforts to get campus media to
cover the event, and we did not end up reaching out to campus
ambassadors. 
 
We reached out to the Daily Orange, CitrusTV, 20 Watts Magazine, Live
From Studio B, and WJPZ Z89 Radio to be involved in the event and
potentially cover the event. Some organizations did not answer, while
others either said they were not available or said they would get back to us
and did not answer follow-up emails. Two members of Live From Studio B
attended to participate but did not cover the event for their show. 

SHARED

OWNED

We received seventy retweets on the Newhouse PR Twitter during free
speech week, and we received twenty-three retweets on the day of our
event. Professors in the Newhouse school (including Professor
Wagner, Professor Luttrell and Professor Meath) shared posts from
our Free Speech Week campaign and advertised our event, which
expanded the reach of our content and helped us reach our target
audience — Syracuse University students. We had nineteen replies on
forty-six tweets during the Free Speech Week campaign, and eighteen
tweets during our event in relation to questions asked or information
learned.
 
Our hashtag #Cuse1ForAll was used 168 times during Free Speech
Week and 131 times on the day of our event. Our event flier was shared
on the Newhouse PR listserv and posted by some Newhouse PR
professors on their class Blackboard pages. We failed to create other
promotional content and graphics for students to share on their
Instagram stories, so we did not have any students besides those
involved in planning the event share our event flyer.

Owned media was our primary method of dissemination. From October
21 to October 28, forty-six tweets were published from the Newhouse PR
account that related to our campaign and event. This included open-
ended questions, polls, quotes from professors on campus about the
importance of the 1st Amendment, and updates on our event.
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Converged
We were successful in getting a student organization, SASSE

(Students Advocating Sexual Safety & Empowerment), to share our

event flyer on their Instagram story. This was shared, as they

shared content that we created, but also earned, as they offered to

share our flyer without us asking them to do so because they

wanted to support our campaign.

PESO CONTINUED
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EVALUATION
Objective 1

Social  Studio was used to analyze the first  objective.
Between October 21st  and October 31st,  we obtained
225 posts with the hashtag #Cuse1ForAll .  There were a
number of  tactics utilized to achieve this objective
and surpassing our original  goal  of  40 uses of  the
hashtag.  Additionally,  the sentiment of  tweets using
the hashtag was 99.3% positive,  with only one tweet
containing neutral  sentiment.

225 posts with the hashtag #Cuse1ForAll .  There were a

TACTIC 1
The first objective, which focused on acquiring
40 uses of the hashtag #Cuse1ForAll, was
successful because of our main strategies used
to obtain usage. Each team member created
unique and engaging tweets including Twitter
polls, general questions and facts for students
to like, retweet and comment on. The
Newhouse PR Twitter account aided in
forwarding our hashtag to the correct target
audience. The Newhouse PR Twitter account
has nearly 3,000 followers and connects
primarily with Syracuse University students
and professors. The recently created
Newhouse PR Instagram account would have
been more useful when sharing information
because Instagram is the most popular social
media platform for Generation Z, according to
Business Insider.
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TACTIC 2
To further spread the #Cuse1ForAll message, many
33% of our tweets incorporated other hashtags
including #NewhouseSpeaks and #replytweet. The
posts with these hashtags did not have especially
more engagement than others, leading to the
conclusion that this tactic was not successful.
Despite this, attendees of the event incorporated
their own hashtags with #Cuse1ForAll including 10
uses of #newhouse and nine uses of
#firstamendment, according to social studio.
 
 TACTIC 3
Despite being limited primarily to Twitter, the hashtag
reached a variety student leaders and professors
including Professor Michael Meath, Professor Gina
Luttrell, the President of Entrepreneurship Club,
members of Students Advocating Sexual Safety
Education (SASSE) and members of Hill
Communications. Encouraging prominent members of
the Syracuse University community to utilize the
hashtag was successful, especially during Free Speech
Week and the actual event, due to increased relevance.

TACTIC 4
Interactive tweets posted by Newhouse PR did not
receive a significant amount of engagement, with
only one response from a #replytweet post. The
polls received more engagement and did not take
much time to create, with a total of 28 responses on
our polls. The frequency of the posts may have
contributed to the minimal responses, and
Newhouse PR on Instagram would be worth utilizing
more often if repeated.

TACTIC 5
The Newhouse PR account tweeted 14 times during
Free Speech Week, from October 21st to October 27th.
These tweets did not receive a lot of engagement but
did build-up to First Amendment Trivia that occurred
on Monday, October 28th. Looking back, it might have
been beneficial to have a small event in the beginning
at the launch of the social media campaign and use that
momentum to encourage tweets before the First
Amendment Trivia.
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EVALUATION
Objective 2

Objective 2 focused on the physical  event to wrap up
the social  media campaign and Free Speech Week.
There were slight moderations to the event done to
better align with our target audience and the
resources we had available.  On Monday,  October 28th,
the event was held.
resources we had available.  On Monday,  October 28th,

TACTIC 1
Professor Wagner, Professor Luttrell and
Professor J. Elliot Lewis attended First Amendment
Trivia and encouraged their students to attend as
well. This positively impacted our event and
brought in over 70 students, exceeding the original
goal of 50 attendees. 

Inviting campus leaders did not impact our event
the way incorporating Newhouse classes did.
Members of Live From Studio B, Phi Sigma Sigma,
Hill Communications and Entrepreneurship Club,
but members typically arrived as individual
students and not on behalf of their organizations. 

Learnings: Focusing on the involvement of classes
in other schools such as the School of Information
Studies and the Whitman School of Management
would be more helpful in the future.
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TACTIC 2
Obtaining the space to hold the event was simple
and easily obtained. By going through Professor
Luttrell, our group secured Newhouse 3 Room 141, a
large, comfortable and modern space for First
Amendment Trivia. Organizations and professors
often hold conferences and speaker events in the
space, so it was recognizable to many Newhouse
students.

TACTIC 3
Graphic design was an important and impactful tactic
when building awareness around First Amendment
Trivia. Social media posts contained the Newhouse
Speaks flyer that was quickly created by Ashley. She also
designed the logo for #Cuse1ForAll with the free design
website called Canva, assuring cheap yet quality graphics
for the campaign. This logo was printed on t-shirts and
worn during the day of the event and subsequently
distributed as prizes at First Amendment Trivia.
Designing the t-shirt and receiving them worked well
within our budget and ran smoothly.

TACTIC 4
Questions from the trivia were tweeted by a
member of Hill Communications during the actual
event. This allowed non-attendees to participate in
the trivia event and follow along with interesting
First Amendment facts. These particular tweets did
not receive much engagement, with over 40 likes,
retweets or replies to Newhouse PR during the
event.
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#CUSE1FORALL
BEYOND
Posters and Postcards

To continue the message of  #Cuse1ForAll  and bring the campaign beyond
Free Speech Week, the team hired a graphic deisgner to mobilize students at
Syracuse.
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